
Oven & Grill Cleaner
A heavy-duty formulation that works on grease, caked-on foods
and other cooking soils. For daytime application or overnight
cleaning. This formula penetrates, emulsifies and holds the soils so
you can wipe the surface clean with water.

See material safety data sheet and product for 
safety information, handling and proper use.

Safety

Certifications, Registrations & Notes
NSF Registered

CLEANS:-
Caked Foods-
Grease-
Other Foods-
Works in Minutes or Overnight-

Technical Specifications
Dilution Rate RTU
Color Blue gel
Scent Alkali
pH @ 25 deg. C 13.00 - 14.00

Directions
This effective cleaner is safe to use on porcelain, glass, ceramics, stainless steel, and cast iron surfaces. Keep spray or
drippings away from the pilot lights, electrical connections, switches, receptacles, thermostats, heating elements, light
bulbs, and other surfaces which might be affected by caustics. Avoid contact with painted or varnished surfaces, clothing,
floor tile, linoleum, plastics, chrome, copper, aluminum, and coppertone surfaces. Not for use on self-cleaning or
continuous cleaning ovens. Place newspaper under oven door to protect floor. Wear rubber gloves to avoid skin contact.
1. Use on empty oven, either cold or pre-heated to 200°F and turned off. TURN OFF PILOT LIGHT and/or ELECTRIC
SWITCH. 2. Hold can upright and point spray button away from face. SHAKE WELL, then spray inside of oven from a
distance of 8 to 12 inches, giving it an even coating. 3. Spray top and bottom of oven first; then spray remaining oven
surfaces and allow to stand about 30 minutes. (May be left on overnight with oven door closed.) 4. Wipe oven clean with
damp cloth, sponge, or paper towel. Spots that are difficult to remove should be retreated and cleaned with a scouring
pad. Rinse with potable water. 5. When clean, re-ignite pilot light, or turn on electric switch, and heat oven to 400°F for 10
minutes before using with food again.

Availability
HIL0103855 12 - 18 oz. Cans
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